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Promo:
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(Includes :10 end bed for ID)

Short Description (250 Characters):

In the midst of repeated, outsized, and unprecedented attacks on the people of Gaza, we talk to 
Rashid Khalidi about his book "The Hundred Years' War on Palestine." We focus on the very 
early history of the zionist movement in Palestine and his argument that it was, from the start, a 
settler-colonial endeavor.

Long Description:

For the last 6 months, the world has been witness to a humanitarian crisis in Gaza. Outsized, and 
unprecedented attacks on the people of Gaza, and support from western countries for these 
Israeli attacks have led to a situation where Gaza is being referred to as the world’s largest open-
air prison.

In this episode with Gaza-based reporter Rami Almeghari, we talk to Rashid Khalidi about his 
book "The Hundred Years' War on Palestine" in order to learn more about the very early history 
of the zionist movement in Palestine and his argument that it was, from the start, a settler-
colonial endeavor.

Learn more about the story and find the transcript on radioproject.org.

Making Contact is an award-winning, nationally syndicated radio show and podcast featuring 
narrative storytelling and thought-provoking interviews. We cover the most urgent issues of our 
time and the people on the ground building a more just world.

Featuring:

EPISODE FEATURES: Rami Almeghari, a Palestinian reporter from Gaza, and Rashid Khalidi, 
an historian and Edward Said Professor of Modern Arab Studies at Columbia University.

MAKING CONTACT: This episode is hosted by Salima Hamirani with reporting by Rami 
Almeghari. It is produced by Anita Johnson, Lucy Kang, Salima Hamirani, and Amy 
Gastelum. Our executive director is Jina Chung.



For More Information:

The Hundred Years' War on 
Palestine: https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781627798556/thehundredyearswaronpalestine
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Caption: Front cover of "The Hundred Years' War on Palestine."
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